
The Pitch 

Welcome to The Pitch! In this module, you will work with the Pitchr AI to learn how to 

effectively build a compelling pitch in just a few minutes!  

This module is an accessible PDF that can be read by activating the Read Out Loud functionality 

within the Adobe Acrobat Pro Reader. As with all accessible PDF documents, it is also 

compatible with the JAWS screen reader. 

To activate the Read Out Loud functionality:  

Choose View, then Read Out Loud and Activate Read Out Loud.  

Once the Read Out Loud functionality is on, to navigate the document you will have to:  

Press the DOWN ARROW to advance from one item to the next.  

Press the UP ARROW to go back to an item previously read.  

The items include the page and the main section headings, each sentence of the running text 

and each sentence in the question and feedback tables.   

You can also navigate the module chapters by using the Bookmarks. To display them, click on 

the Bookmark tab on the left side menu of your Adobe Reader interface.   
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 The Scenario 

You have opened up your PitchR app, and are chatting with the PitchR AI, Lit. 

Welcome to PitchR, your pitch-builder application. I’m Lit, your virtual assistant. I will help you 

build a compelling pitch for Panini AI, a start-up in the biomedical engineering field. Your goal is 

to help them fundraise ten thousand dollars.  

Keep reading if you’d like to accept this challenge! 



The Pitch Builder 

Lit continues to chat with you over the PitchR interface. 

Lit says: PitchR is an application that will help you craft a compelling pitch in 15 minutes. 

My role is to provide you with feedback as you complete the process of creating a four-point 

pitch and help you identify content that you can include for maximum effectiveness!  

The effectiveness of your pitch will be based on how well you implement elements such as story, 

audience value, data, and credibility. 

There are four ways to build influence into your pitch: 

#1 Credibility 

Credibility makes people believe that you know what you’re talking about – that you have the 

skills, knowledge and experience to back up your words with results. 

#2 Audience Value 

Audience Value just means highlighting what your product is going to mean for your audience – 

how is it going to help them. 

#3 Data 

Show you’ve done your homework by backing up your claims with data. 

#4 Story 

Your whole pitch is a story – the story of you and your company, and what it’s going to do. 

Stories emotionally connect with your audience. 

You’ll find information about Panini AI in the system, so you’ll have something to work with. 

PitchR will also pull some data about Evidence-Based Medicine, or EBM, from the internet and 

ask thoughtful questions to help you as you build the perfect pitch!  

Ready to explore the PitchR app and start building your pitch?



About Panini AI 

You are taken to the FILES tab of the PitchR interface that contains information about Panini 

AI, the client whose product you’re pitching. Lit says: First, let’s learn about the client – Panini 

AI. 

Our product 

Panini AI is a web-based tool that helps healthcare researchers and doctors conduct evidence-

based medicine (EBM) research. Doctors use the EBM approach to ensure that their decisions 

are backed by the well-conducted and well-designed studies versus personal experience, 

outdated knowledge, or poor quality research. It is powered by artificial intelligence that helps 

read and analyze the thousands of research papers that must be reviewed for each EBM study. 

Who we are 

 We’re a three-person team with one advisor: 

Our first team member is Fourth-year computer engineering student, invited to Y-Combinator, a 

well-known Silicon Valley start-up incubator, for a previous start-up. 



Then we have a fourth-year biomedical engineering student with two years of experience 

working in medical research (research hospitals). 

Our last team member is a Third-year biomedical engineering student, previously worked on 

developing software for self-driving cars. 



Dr. Mars , our advisor, is a world-renowned doctor in evidence-based medicine. Over 14 years of 

experience in EBM. 

Our Goal 

Our primary goal is to leverage our technical expertise to complete our minimum viable product 

(MVP), build and conduct our first pilot in order to make our first sales. To accomplish our goals, 

we’ll need an investment of $10,000. 



The Pitch 

Your Pitch 

Lit says: Complete the four steps to improve the strength of your pitch: 

1. Review the basic elements of your pitch

2. Prepare a one-minute pitch

3. Update your key points

4. Finalize your presentation deck

As we continue to improve our pitch, I will provide you with updates on our progress. 



Review the Basic Elements of Your Pitch 

The PitchR app displays the four sections of your pitch. 

Lit says: Review each of these sections and update them to strengthen your pitch. 

First, the Problem section, which includes a Description, identifies Pains and Trends. 

Then the Solution section, which includes a Value Proposition, Demo, and Benefits. 

Third, the Market section which includes the target market, market size, and your advantages in 
the market. 

Finally, the Business section, which includes the Go-To-Market, Revenue Model, Milestones, and 
Team description. 



Problem 

Lit says: How would you describe the problem that Panini AI is solving? 

 Select the statement that best describes the problem, then review the feedback on the next 

page.  

Answers Options 

 A More doctors and healthcare practitioners need to follow the evidence-

based medicine (EBM) process. 

B The problem with evidence-based medicine (EBM) is that it takes a long 

time (6-12 months). There’s a lot of manual work associated with it, not to 

mention that it’s very costly (between CAN$50K-$100K per session).   

 C The existing solutions for EBM are time consuming and expensive. The 

public is not getting the best treatment based on evidence. 



Problem - Feedback 

If you selected answer A, Lit responds: 

Not quite. Your problem should describe a real-world problem, and introduce pain points such 

as higher costs or inconveniences 

If you selected answer B, Lit responds: 

Great! Your problem describes a real-world problem and introduces precise pain points linked to 

higher costs and long implementation times. 

If you selected answer C, Lit responds: 

Not quite. Your problem should introduce pain points such as higher costs or inconveniences 

backed by data. 



Solution 

Lit says: How would you describe the solution that Panini AI has created? 

Select the statement that best describes the solution, then review the feedback on the next 

page. 

Answers Options 

 A Panini AI is a web-based tool that helps healthcare researchers and doctors conduct 

evidence-based medicine (EBM) research. It is powered by artificial intelligence that 

helps read and analyze the thousands of research papers that must be reviewed for 

each EBM study. 

B For clinical researchers conducting evidence-based medicine research, Panini AI’s 

research tool will reduce the duration of a study by 50%. 

 C Panini AI is an artificial intelligence platform that will help doctors make better 

decisions based on evidence. It can read and understand the context of a research 

paper, perform filtering, extract and analyze data. The process only takes one month 

and costs approximately $10,000 dollars per study. 



Solution – Feedback 

If you selected answer A, Lit responds: 

Not quite. Your solution should describe a unique value proposition and clearly connect the 

product features to customer benefits. 

If you selected answer B, Lit responds: 

Great! Your solution describes a unique proposition value and clearly specifies the target 

customer (researchers), what the problem is (long evidence-based medicine study durations), or 

the benefits of the solution (shorter study durations). 

If you selected answer C, Lit responds: 

Not quite. While this statement is true, it doesn’t clearly or strongly specify the target customer 

(researchers), what the problem is (long evidence-based medicine study durations), or the 

benefits of the solution (shorter study durations). 



Market 

Below is information about Panini AI’s target customers, the size of the market, and competitive 

advantages to help investors understand why they should care about the company. 

Select the statement that best describes the market, then review the feedback on the next 

page. 

Answers Options 

 A Currently, research institutes, pharmaceutical companies, medical device companies, and 

government agencies spend US$1.5B annually on evidence-based medicine research. 

B World experts agree that there is a massive demand to reduce time to perform EMB! 

 C Our company is in the stage of fundraising to produce a BETA version of Panini AI. We’ll 

have more to share once we achieve this. 



Market – Feedback 

If you selected answer A, Lit responds: 

Sounds good! This is the Total Addressable Market (TAM) for Panini AI’s solution. This is an 

acceptable statement. However, you should also state a growth rate; investors like to invest in 

large and fast-growing markets. 

If you selected answer B, Lit responds: 

Not quite. While this is true. It’s best to represent this statement through data. 

If you selected answer C, Lit responds: 

Not quite. Help the audience understand the size and potential of your product by at least 

providing the Total Addressable Market (TAM) of your product. In other words, how large the 

market for it is. For a more mature company, investors would expect to learn more about the 

Serviceable Available Market (SAM) or an estimate of the Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM) 

based on a bottom-up analysis. 



Business 

Explain your business model or goals and help the audience understand why they should invest 

in your team. 

Select the BEST statements to describe your business, then review the feedback on the next 

page. 

Answers Options 

 A Our team consists of third- and fourth-year engineering students from McMaster 

University. One was invited to Y Combinator for a previous start-up; another worked in 

a research hospital; another one developed software for self-driving cars. Our advisor is 

a world-renowned doctor with over 14 years of experience in EBM. 

B We’re working on the BETA version and already have researchers asking to be BETA 

testers! 

 C Our goal is to pilot a minimum viable product (MVP) with research institutes. On the 

successful completion of the pilot, we will be prepared to begin sales to demonstrate 

market traction. 



Business – Feedback 

If you selected less than three answers A, Lit responds: 

Almost there! For the business section of your pitch, you should aim to emphasize the important 

business goal(s) that your company is seeking to achieve, then work backward from those goals to 

state the steps that you plan on taking to achieve them. Additionally, explain why your team is best 

suited to execute this plan. 

If you selected all three answers, Lit responds: 

Good choices! For the business section of your pitch, you should aim to emphasize the important 

business goal(s) that your company is seeking to achieve then work backward from those goals to 

state the steps that you plan on taking to achieve them. Additionally, explain why your team is best 

suited to execute this plan. 

Your Updated Pitch Progress 

Lit says: Excellent – you’ve completed the first step towards strengthening your pitch. 



The One-Minute Pitch 

A message alert appears on your PitchR App. 

Lit tells you: You have a new voicemail. 

The voicemail plays: Hey, it’s Christina calling from The Forge to let you know that your team has 

been selected to audition for our annual pitch competition set to start later this term. I will call 

again shortly to talk about the next steps. Please prepare a one-minute pitch to help us 

understand your company better. Looking forward to our call! 

Review basic pitch 

Lit says: Take a few minutes to prepare for your call by reviewing your pitch and deciding if you want to 

keep it or edit it.  

The 1-minute Pitch 

Let’s read the following pitch draft out loud. You can  use a timer to keep track of its duration. 

“The problem with evidence-based medicine is that it takes a long time. There’s a lot of manual 

work associated with it, not to mention that it’s very costly, between CAN$50K-CAN$100K per 

session.   



For clinical researchers conducting evidence-based medicine research, Panini AI’s research tool 

will reduce the duration of a study by 50%. 

Currently, research institutes, pharmaceutical companies, medical device companies, and 

government agencies spend US$1.5B annually on evidence-based medicine research. 

Our team consists of third- and fourth-year engineering students from McMaster University. 

One was invited to Y Combinator for a previous start-up; another worked in a research hospital; 

another one developed software for self-driving cars. Our advisor is a world-renowned doctor 

with over 14 years of experience in EBM. 

We’re working on the BETA version and already have researchers asking to be BETA testers! 

Our goal is to pilot a minimum viable product with research institutes. On the successful 

completion of the pilot, we will be prepared to begin sales to demonstrate market traction.” 

When you have listened to the pitch, select how you would like to proceed, and then review 

the feedback on the next page. 

Answers Options 

 A Sounds good! 

B I want to edit it. 



The 1-minute Pitch - Feedback 

If you selected A, when Christina calls back to hear you pitch she says: 

“Sounds interesting, however I’m unclear on how you plan to use the ten thousand dollars. At 

this stage, we expect applicants to clearly articulate their needs. I suggest reviewing your pitch 

before proceeding with the rest of your application process.” 

If you selected B, go to the next page – Complete Basic Pitch 



Complete Basic Pitch 

Lit says: I’ve identified three areas for improvement in your pitch. 

Select the area you would like to focus on, then review the feedback on the next page. 

Answers Options 

 A Add more information about your target customers. 

B Add your ask 

C Add more data to increase your pitch credibility 



Complete Basic Pitch – Feedback 

If you selected answer A, Lit responds: 

Your pitch is already close to one minute, adding more information or data at this stage will only 

increase its duration, without clearly outlining what you are asking for. 

If you selected answer B, Lit responds: 

That’s right! Always remember to include what you are asking for in your pitch. 

If you selected answer C, Lit responds: 

Your pitch is already close to one minute, adding more information or data at this stage will only 

increase its duration, without clearly outlining what you are asking for. 



Review Your Ask 

Lit asks: How would you describe your ask? 

Select the statement you would like to keep, then review the feedback below. 

Answers Options 

 A We would need CAN$10K to take the company to the next stage. 

B With CAN$10K, we can invest in training deep learning models used to support the 

platform, invest in cloud data storage, and pay for some administrative costs that we 

incurred as part of building a business. 

C We’re going to use CAN$10K to pilot a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) with research 

institutes. Specifically, we have a 6-step plan to show how we will achieve this goal with 

this money. 



Review Your Ask - Feedback 

If you selected answer A, Lit responds: 

This is true but it’s also vague. Your audience doesn’t understand how or why you need 

CAN$10K. 

If you selected answer B, Lit responds: 

This is true but a bit wordy. The third option is the best statement because it’s short and sweet. 

If you selected answer C, Lit responds: 

Great! You tailored the ask to the situation and clearly explained your plan to spend the prize 

money. 



Review Basic Pitch 

A message alert appears on your PitchR App. It’s Christina, calling you right now. When you 

answer: 

“Hi! It’s Christina calling from The Forge! Congratulations again for making it to the audition 

round! Is this a good time to hear your pitch about your project?” 

You proceed to give Christina your updated pitch, including the ask: 

“The problem with evidence-based medicine is that it takes a long time. There’s a lot of manual 

work associated with it, not to mention that it’s very costly, between CAN$50K-CAN$100K per 

session.   

For clinical researchers conducting evidence-based medicine research, Panini AI’s research tool 

will reduce the duration of a study by 50%. 

Currently, research institutes, pharmaceutical companies, medical device companies, and 

government agencies spend US$1.5B annually on evidence-based medicine research. 

Our team consists of third- and fourth-year engineering students from McMaster University. 

One was invited to Y Combinator for a previous start-up; another worked in a research hospital; 

another one developed software for self-driving cars. Our advisor is a world-renowned doctor 

with over 14 years of experience in EBM. 

We’re working on the BETA version and already have researchers asking to be BETA testers! 

Our goal is to pilot a minimum viable product with research institutes. On the successful 

completion of the pilot, we will be prepared to begin sales to demonstrate market traction. 

We’re going to use CAN$10K to pilot a Minimum Viable Product with research institutes. 

Specifically, we have a 6-step plan to show how we will use the funds to achieve this goal.” 

Christina sounds pretty excited about your updated pitch: Sounds great! You seem ready for 

the next round. We’re looking forward to reviewing your detailed pitch deck. Thank you!   



Your Updated Pitch Progress 

Lit says: Excellent – you’ve completed the second step towards strengthening your pitch. 



Update Your Key Points 

Lit says: Next, we will work on improving the four sections of your pitch (Problem, Solution, 

Market, and Business) by adding elements of credibility, audience value, data and story. 



Problem Section Review 

Lit says: Panini AI interviewed a team of research doctors at McMaster’s Children’s Hospital who 

are using EBM to research epilepsy. Below is a brief recap of what they discussed. 

“Dr. Smith and his team are research doctors at McMaster’s Children’s Hospital. Currently, 

they’re doing research on children who have epilepsy. Every day, they come into work and read 

through hundreds of research papers on epilepsy. From there, they extract relevant data and 

perform analyses to find out if there is any evidence that certain medications are more 

effective.” Would you like to include this story in your pitch?  

Select your answer, then review the feedback on the next page. 

Answers Options 

 A Yes, that’s very relevant and helpful. Let’s work this into our introduction. 

B No. Although it’s a good example, it may only increase the duration of our 

presentation. 



Problem Section Review - Feedback 

If you selected answer A, Lit responds: 

Great! Adding this story will bring the problem to life by illustrating the experience of someone who is 

facing this problem. 

If you selected answer B, Lit responds: 

Are you sure? Adding this story will bring the problem to life by illustrating the experience of someone 

who is facing this problem. 

Problem Section Completion 

Lit says: Here’s a rough draft of the problem statement of your pitch. Read it through and then 

continue to refine the solution portion of your pitch. 

“Dr. Smith and his team are research doctors at McMaster’s Children’s Hospital. Currently, 

they’re doing research on children who have epilepsy. Every day, they come into work and read 

through hundreds of research papers on epilepsy. From there, they extract relevant data and 

perform analyses to find out if there is any evidence that certain medication is more effective. 

This process will take them about 6 to 12 months. By the end, they will have read over 20,000 

research papers. The process is known as evidence-based medicine. It started here at McMaster 

University in the ‘80s and is a gold standard in clinical practice. All doctors are encouraged to 

practice EBM. 

The problem with evidence-based medicine (EBM) is that it takes a long time (6-12 months). 

There’s a lot of manual work associated with it, and it’s very costly (between CAN$50K-

CAN$100K). “  



Solution Section Review 

Lit says: I’ve also made some tweaks to really bring out the value and benefits of using your 

product. Review both versions and select the one that you’d like to keep in your pitch. 

Select the version you would like to keep, then review the feedback on the next page. 

Answers Options 

 A Panini AI is an artificial intelligence platform that will help doctors make better 

decisions based on evidence. It can read and understand context, perform filtering, 

extract data, and perform analyses. What normally takes 6 to 12 months and costs 

CAN$50K to CAN$100K to complete, our platform can do in one month and it costs only 

CAN$10K per study. 

B For clinical researchers conducting evidence-based medicine research, Panini AI’s 

research tool will reduce the duration of a study by 50%. 

The benefit is massive. We are reducing the time it takes to complete EBM by 70% (6-12 

months down to one month), and the costs by 80% (CAN$50K-CAN$100K down to 

CAN$10K).  

Most importantly, the public gets far more effective treatment base on evidence. 



Solution Section – Feedback 

If you selected answer A, Lit responds: 

Are you sure? 

Try to think about what you could say to clearly bring out the value and benefits of using your 

product 

If you selected answer B, Lit responds: 

Great choice! 

The version you decided to keep clearly brings out the value and benefits of using your product. 



Market Section Review 

Lit says: Let us see how we can improve the influence level of your pitch. Which statements 

would you use to describe the demand for your product? 

Select the statement that you would like to remove from this section, and then review the 

feedback on the next page. 

Answers Options 

 A The market size for our product is massive! In five years, the market is expected 

to be $3B with a 15% compound annual growth rate (CAGR). 

B We spoke to 10 researchers at several research institutes and they all expressed 

their intent to buy our solution. 

C The market size for our product is massive! We already have researchers at 

several research institutes asking to be BETA testers! 



Market Section – Feedback 

If you selected answer A or B, Lit responds: 

Are you sure? A best practice would be to back your statements with precise data. 

If you selected answer C, Lit responds: 

Great! By keeping the first two statements, you show a demand for your market and demonstrate 

that it’s a fast growing one! Investors love to invest in large and fast-growing industries. 

Market Section Completion 

Lit says: Here’s a rough draft of the market portion of your pitch. Read it through and then 

continue to refine the business portion of your pitch. 

“We’ve been doing market research and it shows that there is a $1.5 billion existing market for 

our product. Potential customers include research institutes, pharmaceutical companies, 

medical device companies, and government agencies. In 5 years, the market is expected to be 

$3B with a 15% compound annual growth rate (CAGR).   

We spoke to 10 researchers at several research institutes and they all express their intent to buy 

our solution.” 



Business Section Review 

Previously, we’ve identified that Panini AI’s goal is to pilot Minimum Viable Product (MVP) with 

research institutes to measure market traction.  What would be the best way to convey this 

message? 

Select your answer, then review the feedback on the next page. 

Answers Options 

 A Two short paragraphs: one that summarizes our goal and another one to highlight how 

our team’s experience will help achieve this goal 

B Two short paragraphs about our goal and our team and a step-by-step action plan that 

shows how we will use our pilot to measure the efficacy of their solution and the 

resulting customer benefit 

C A step-by-step action plan that shows how we will use our pilot to measure the efficacy 

of our solution and the resulting customer benefit 



Business Section – Feedback 

If you selected answer A or C, Lit responds: 

Not quite. All three elements increase the audience value by clearly showing the steps Panini AI 

will complete to reduce risk before launching their business. 

If you selected answer B, Lit responds: 

Great choices! These three elements allow to increase the audience value by clearly showing the 

steps Panini AI will complete to reduce risk before launching their business 

Business Section Completion 

Lit says: Here’s a rough draft of the business portion of your pitch. Read it through and then 

continue to refine the conclusion of your pitch. 

“Our team consists of third- and fourth-year engineering students from McMaster University. 

One of our members has experience running a start-up and was invited to Y Combinator for a 

previous start-up. Our members also have experience working in a research hospital and in 

software development. We’ve developed software for self-driving cars in previous work. Our 

advisor is a world-renowned doctor with over 14 years of experience in EBM. 

Our goal is to pilot a minimum viable product (MVP) with research institutes. On the successful 

completion of the pilot, we will be prepared to begin sales to demonstrate market traction. 

To achieve this goal, we plan to use our collective experience and skills along with the 

CAN$10,000 to: 

1. Secure pilot partner, set pilot date;

2. Demo MVP to pilot partner;

3. Complete MVP internal testing;

4. Build MVP and train deep learning models;

5. Finalize MVP specifications; and

6. Test product design and features with research institutes.”



Your Updated Pitch Progress 

Lit says: Excellent – you’ve completed the third step towards strengthening your pitch. 



The Pitch Deck 

Lit says: Take a few minutes to update your pitch deck. You can use our deck builder to design 

your presentation slides. 

Pitch Deck Builder 

Below are four slides whose design can be improved. 



Match the subject of each slide with the design type that you would like to use, then review 

the feedback on the next page. 

Slide subject Slide design 

A) PROBLEM 1) Data slide – Message conveyed principally with icons and

diagrams to illustrate key elements or steps.

B) SOLUTION

AND

BUSINESS

2) Number slide – Message conveyed principally with charts and

graphs to provide a visual representation of key data.

C) MARKET 3) Word slide – Message conveyed principally with short bullet

points to provide a clear summary, easily readable

D) ASK 4) Image slide – Message conveyed principally with a photo to

strengthen the emotional content of the story used



Pitch Deck Builder – Feedback 

Correct Answers A = 4, B =1, C=2, D= 3 

Use an image slide to support the story that you introduced in the Problem slide. Clearly convey 

what your solution and business is with icons that will illustrate the key elements of your 

solution and the main phases of your go-to market strategy. Charts and graphs are the best way 

to visually represent your targeted market share and customer segments. Concisely articulate 

your ask with three to four bullet points for maximum impact. 



Reviewing The Pitch Deck 

Lit says: Your pitch deck is ready. Take a few minutes to review the final slides. 



Intro 

Problem 



Solution 

Market 



Business 

Team 



Ask 



Your Final Pitch Update 

Lit says: Excellent – you’ve completed the final step towards strengthening your pitch. Thank 

you for helping Panini AI. We hope you learned a few tips about pitching during the process. 

Visit the next page for a summary of the tips and resources provided during this application 

process. 



Tips and Resources 

List of tips to help you prepare for your pitch. Select the links in the list to learn more. 

1. The Four Point Pitch

2. An introduction to Lean Canvas by Steve Mullen

3. The Forge YouTube channel

4. Some additional links to great pitches:

- Kindara: https://vimeo.com/46512342 

- Enigma: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gqOsk9Q5ja8 

- Bedgerville:  https://youtu.be/UZGhGtF2xeA?t=1m9s  

- Loopt:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KhhId_WG7RA 

- Stormpulse:   

https://youtu.be/DaitXE2vX6g?list=FL1SUORvmtusPGatHP_KGMvQ 

5. Suggested Reading:

- The Startup Pitch: A proven formula to win funding (2014). Chris Lipp, 

Speak Value Ltd. 

- The Art of the Start 2.0 (2015). Guy Kawasaki 

https://medium.com/@steve_mullen/an-introduction-to-lean-canvas-5c17c469d3e0
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCh_jOQntRqepmXYuxT01KWQ
https://vimeo.com/46512342
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gqOsk9Q5ja8
https://youtu.be/UZGhGtF2xeA?t=1m9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KhhId_WG7RA
https://youtu.be/DaitXE2vX6g?list=FL1SUORvmtusPGatHP_KGMvQ
https://www.speakvalue.com/books
https://guykawasaki.com/books/the-art-of-the-start/
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